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Studies an the affect of plate thickness on sealed cell be-

havior during high rat"s of discharge woea carried out at 001. As in

earlier tests, the cell containing the thinner of the two plate

sixes used showed the better performance.

Plate impregnation with the high purity nickel and cadmium

sait solution& were comlted. 2h. plates were formed, and from the

plates sealed calls were assembled. These collo, along with controls,

woe. cycled at rorn temerature,, to stabilize their capacities, andI

then placed in an oven at 12007 to test the cbarge retention meritts

of the high purity salts,

Sealed cells using plates with a heavier plate backing

support were asombled with 0.025" and 0.034"1 plates. Thee cells

vere used to study the effect of a more un~iform plate curraut dis-

tribution on sealed cell behavior during high rates of discherge.

The effect of rubidium and cesium as electrolyte additives wo also

studied under high rate discharge conditions.

A Cd/Cd(C) 2 coulometer, using 0.035"1 plates wW constructed

and tested at high current rates. It v" foun that the capacity of

the device doereases with increasin current. It wa also found that

a excessive amouat of heat is generated with this device at high

current, Consequeatly, another ome is being tested with thin plates

to ainfiasz these undesirable effect&.
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A breadboard model of the charge control circuit was con-

structed and tested the unit functioned properly when activated

by a coulomter signalo Three charge control circuits, each capable

of handling 110 amperes, were constructed to test each of the three

eslual generating devices; the coulametr, Adydrode, and pressure

witch,
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the objectives of this research and development program are

to design, devlop, and fabricate hermtically sealed, maintenance-

free, high. rate, nickel-cadmium batteries for aircraft applicationg.

that ij, the battery must be capable of delivering the necessary power

for engine starting, it must be capable of withstanding the varied en-

viromental conditions that may prevail in an aircraft, and it must

be c catible with the constant potcatLal charging system of the air-

craft. To achieve these objectives, two broad areas ar being investL-

gated.

Firstly, a basic research program has been undertaken with

the ultmite goal "of lproving the electrchesilcal operation of sealed

alckel-cadlioa cells, The areas where Japrovments are sought include

longer shelf life, better electrical perfomance at high rates of charge

and discharge, and better electrical performance at high and low toon-

Peratue mtries.

Secondly, to make the battery compatible with the constant

potential charging sy t of the aircraft, and, at the s time, to

elm-iate ace-sary overcharging, several methods are be6n investi-

gated to coutrol battery charging. 2hwe methods Include mitoring

the &Were-hour capacity taken out and put back Into the battery

(couloster), the Adhydrode which generates power as pressure is built

up Inside the cell, a&d a preeiwe witch sbtch Is triggered by the

Internal cell prewme.

1lLs report desc:ribes the work performed during the third

quarter of this progrm. Details of dhis work are given Iu the

following sections.
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Sealed uLckel-cadmium cells equipped vith pressure gauges and

containiag 0.020", 0.035" and 0,050" plates vere tested to determine the

effect of plate thickness ( and consequently, current density) on cell

behavior during high rates of charge and discharge. In assembling these

cells, the total plate volume in each cell vas kept as nearly constant

as possible to obtain a good comparison in their behavior. All plates

were 2.15" x 1.90" and the theoretical capacities of these cells, cal-

culated from the veights of the active material, were 3.23 Ah, 3.82 AR

and 3.82 AS respectively. 7he performance of these cells at high rates

of charge (up to the 40 ampere rate) and discharge (up to the 60 wqpere

rate) at room temperature was reported previouly (Second Quarterly

Technical Progres Report, February 1965).

The high rate performance of these cells was also investigated

at low temperature, Cell dil-50 (containing the 0.050" plates) was omitted

from these tests because of its poor performance in previous tests. The

cells were charged at 400 ma for 16 hours at room temperature, placed in

an air-circulated cold chamber and allowed to cool seven hours before+5°

discharging. the temerature in the chamber was uintained at 00 +2o.

Following the seven-hour stand to allow the cell tomeratures to equilibrate,

the cells vere discharged at rates ranging from five amperes to sixty

amperes to 0.6 V per cell. Results of these tests are shown ii, Fig. I to

9. 2he AN capacities obtained at the various discharge rates, and their

corresponding current dansitleq are presented in Table I.
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As ay be eam from the data, ell #1-20 (containing the 0.020

plates) again perfaomd better at all discharge rates. * I voltage and

capacity were higher * At the fifty ampere and sixty mqme rates,. call

#1-35 readhed 0.6 1 vithin two secnda from the ttm te diadiar was

stare.

1he better perfonc of the cell containing the thine platee

Is the result of several causes. riratly, at az given discharge rate,

the curent density In cell #1-20 is lower. Secondly, because cell #1-20

contains myr plates (15 plates in A1-20 and 11 plates In #1435) within

the ses pace, its internal resistance La lower and consequently, Its

fL. drop Is lower. thirdly, because the center to center spacing of the

plates As closer In cell #1-I00 its concetration polarizatin mut be

lower. the validity of these amneawIns supported by w mainW the

voltage plateaus and Ml cepa itles of the two cell& at comarable

cren densities. At the lowr rate* (vp to about 25 sueree) the two

cells yield abu the eame capacity at comarable current densities, Row-

ever, at higher rates, where polarizatlu ise the predomninant cause of

voltage and capacity losses. cell #1-20 perfoumed much better at comparable

curent denities.

Paragraph 3 of the Work Btatemeatspecifies a 600 ampere dia-

charge for am ndute with the battery voltage maintained at no le than

UA volts. For a 19 cell battery. this means 0.74 volts per cell auig

negligible lossm due to the Intercell and battery connctors. the s-

perlamtal results of this section, SUggest that this reqirment en be

et at 0er.
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To uti* the effet of itrwitie and the atiw of the auionic

constituen~t of the tor~ating solution on the seif-diwicharge. chracter-I

ieetce of e,'4ed uickel-cadalm cellsp hLh purity nitrates,. chloride*,

and acetates of nikinl ad cadmium were prepared, 2be method of prepare-

tiand copsttiom of eacb of theae solutions ws described previously

(Seon Quarterly !.aniacal. Program Report). Somee soluins was sed

to faprepnate *Intered nickel plaques (2.15"1 z 1.900 z 0.05"). Xach

64 ton cycle consisted of the follwing sequence of operattoimi

1. AbsorptiLon of the metal slt solvtion under vw.

2. Drying of the plate* at5OeC.

3. ?deciptatiou of the metal In 349 MM

( 4. Vadijag and drying at 5003C.

this Iq moiaton cycle was repeated asmw time as we requiaed

to achieve the desired weight gain. A swiazy of the imijat Sala and the

mmer of cycles required to achieve It for each t"p of plate is Mhowm in

ague n.

u S wunux.i

NOXIMON~ SH ro- 91 wM
Nickel Nitrate 8 23.0 Sales. In.

Nickel Chloride 8 23.7 se/cu. In.

Web Il Acetate 32 21.3 am/cu. In.

Casnivi Nitrate 5 28,7 p/cu., In.

Cadalm Chloride 4 28.0 go/cu. In.

Cebilus Acetate 828.0 go/cu. In.



becuse of the low solubility of nickel acetate. 32 cycles were

required to achieve a weight gain of 21.35s XL)2/cu- 'a- Ueiag Ch's

solution. this represents 92.5% of the desired goal (23 Sm/cu. in.).

At this point it wae felt deeirable to terminat, plate impregnation

because the weight gains per cycle were so mal that an additional eta

to too cycles night hae been required to reach the orIgInal gVal. In

addition. it we aleo felt that these plates weoe udficiemtly 'loaded to

bo ahead with the ut phase of these studies.

Following fiereguiation) the plates were formed. Ible operation

consisted of five charge-discharge cycles at: room taerattre to stabilize

plate capacites prior to sealed cell assembly., Each cell consisted of

unn positive and ton negative plates. The cells were charged at 600 ua

Lwr 24 lhn- and discharged at 3.0 ameres. the f~rat and fifth discharge

cycles were carried out to -0.5 Y to fully discharge both positive and

neative plaftes wile during the other cycles. the discharge mes carried

out to 1.0 Y. Cell capacities were checked to 1.0 Y and Ug/EgO referaenc

electrodes weae moed to ascertain that the cell capacities were positive

lhieiqg. goe stable capacities obtained from these cells weae as fola

NitrAtes 7.95 AS

Chlorids 5.70 AR

Acetate~f 8.90 aN

IbTis cell consisted of ton positive md ton negative plates. so

that on a per positive plate, baasis. die aceates, yielded a cap-.

"cy equal to the zitrates.

Following formtion, the plate& were thoroughly washed In

deionized water sddried,. At this time it wes: noted that the positive

plates prepared fro the nickel chloride solution showed evIde of a
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chmical attack. Apparently. the small traces of chloride left In the

plate appear to be deleterious. which my also account for the lower

eapacity obtained during formation. No evidence of any chemical attack

wes noted on the other nickel plates or on any of the cadmium plates.

Four nickel p".eas and six cadmium plates were selected from

each groap for sealed call assembly. bo five-plate cells were assembled

frcu each group of plates. Two additional sealed cells were assembled

with plates which had been izqregnated with standard, battery grqde nickel

and cadmium nitrates. The two latter cells were added to the group as

controls. Each cell, equipped with a pressure gauge, contained 6,5 cc

of high purity, 34Z EAR as the electrolyte.

2he cells were charge-discharge cycled at rom teperature

until the cell capacities stabilized. the cells were charged at 1.5 mperee

for one hour and at 150 ma for 16 hours to insure a complete charge. After

a 30 minute stand, the cealls were discharged at 750 me to 1.0 V per cell,

Ton such chasrga-discharge cycles were run to ascertain that the cell capec-

iee had stabilized. The capacities obtained during the last thre

cycles we averaged and these values are shwn In gble m.
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hi CeAPAC OF I1E PUR cua

5-1 1.41 Control

35-2 1.43 Control

MA-1 1.28 Prepared from Acetate

1, ]Prepared frem Acetate

IM-1 1.30 Prepared from Chloride

M-2 1.35 Prepared frm Chloride

Ma1 1.43 Prepared frm Nitrate

l05-2 1.41 Prepared ftm itrate

Following roon temperature cycling, the cells were charged as

above, and placed in an ove maintained at 12001± +201 for see davs.

At this writing the cells are in the oven. After a seven-day stand. te

cells will be discharged at 750 ma to 1.0 V to detemlue the aarg

retention merits of the high purity salts.

In an attempt to obtain a more miform curret diJstr/lution Ln

the battery plate and thereby, reduce polarization in the cell during

high rates of charge and discharge. sintered niukelptaques with 0.005"

nickel as the plte backing support (Instead of 0.003") were fabricated.

these plaque were fabricated In two &Ls : 2.15" x 1.90" for laboratory

studies. nid 5.90" z 2.75" for assembly of 35 AN prototype cells, lach

size plaque we& fabricated in 0.025" and 0.034" thicknes. 2hese sintered

plaques were Lepregasted with active uates.al and their weiht gains mar

mbcun in Table IV.
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k m zm t

Cd(e) 2PIAU 331 m/.,. , n.

2.15" a 1.90" x 0.025" 21.4 27.2

2.15': 1.0" z 0.034" 23.2 27.2

5.90" : 2.75" x 0.025" 21.6 27.8

5.90" z 2.75" z 0.034" 23.2 27,8

Follodng active material impregnation, the plates were as"I.ed

Into flooded. vented cells for electrical fomation. Each cell wa asembled

with nine positive and ten negative plates, Formation consisted of a

temehour chaur rate for..-24 hours (240%. input)- and a two-hour d4acbarge

rate to 1.0 per .11. Table V sbas the spec~le chare and dl Whars

rates, and the sable capacities obtained fram these plate.,

TAB lE V

CRAM AM MIZM IhE8

ACAYACUM g MMMI CEM

CWZ DMM CAPAf!
Clii. (PAfl 12. cm zU g ., Cm g m .
2.15" : 1.90" z 0.025" 600 ma 3.0 amp 40.8 ma/in2  5.9

2.15" : 1.90" z 0.034" 800 =a 4.0 aop 54.5 =i 2  8.0

5.90" z 2.75" x 0.025" 2.0 amp 10.0 amp 34.2 m/In2  22.3

5.90" x 2.75" z 0.034" 3.0 amp 15.0 amp 51.4 m/in2 31.8
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The larger plates were set aside for fabricating 35 MN prototy'pe

cells. the mailer plates were asembled into two groups of sealed calls.

am grou of calls *as asembled vith 'okeven 0.034" plates (fIW -6ati ves,

and siz negatives) and 13 cc of electrolyte, 2be other group was asembled

with thirteen 0.0251 plates (six positives and seven negatives) and 14 cc

of electrolyte. 2he electrolyte wed wes 34 M. Eowever. to some cells.

eletrolyte was added containing ten mole percent of rubidlim hydrwide,

aud to some cells. electrolyte was added containing ten sole percent of

cesiaie bydrmud. lIe sake-up of these electrolyte solutons, wse as followns

Ma 28.2%

RbCN 5.8%

MM 26.21

Cern 7.8%

Thus, each group cowsted of four cells with the follmag f

electrolyte ombinations:

I,. cell@ with 34% ICE

One cell with 34 IC containing RhWI

One cell with 34 WE containing CaW

All calls were first charge-disicharge cycled at room temerature.

1Ni. cells were, charged at 400 sa for twenty, hours and discharged at two ameres

to 1.09 per cell. 2he capacities of thane cells ae shown In Table TI.

Following the low rate discharging, the cells were charged as

before and diacharged at sixty ampres at room tooerature Uwe*e data

are show In lIgores 10 to 12.



ISgte 10 shows data for cello containing 34 M. Fgure 11

sboos data f cells vith CsW In the electrolyte, ad ngw 12 slu

data for cells vith Rb in the electrolyte.

8 aw

1-25SAD 3.10 0.025"1 plates, 347. K

2-25SAD 3.17 0.025" plates, 34. EM

3-255AD 3.07 0.025"1 plates, 10%. cam

4-255AD 3.0 0.025"1 plate*. 10% RbGe

1-345AD 3.24 0.034" plates, 347. KE

42-345AD 3.40 0.034' plates, 347. MM

3'.34ShD 3.24 0.034" plates, 10% Cs=

4-345AD 3.30 0.034" plates* 101 IM

TYA SM VU

AT 60 ANMIM§M IMf

0.025 ?TE8ORHI
NAM= CWM D= CAPACMT! 4MU A=

34. KM I.22A/1n2  2.03 1.47 A/In2  1.06

E + COW 1.22 Ai 1.60 1.47 A/Ia2 1.0

iM + ibCK 1.22 A/Lu 2  1.49 1.47 A/In2  0.84

34. E* 1.05 A/io? 1.5 1.836 An!1.0

Call11 #1-20 and #1-35
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2be data are also tabulated In Talo M, and for comparionu,

the data obtained for cells #1-20 and #1-35 under comparable conditions

are also Included.

As In previous experiments, the cells containing the thinner

plates showed the better performance at the high discharge rates. It is

Interesting to compare results obtained earlier at the smme discharge rate

wader comparable conditions. The data indicate that while the heavier

plate backing support has no apparent effect on the high rate performance

of the heavier plate, it does, however, show an improvmsnt with the

thinner plates. Apparently, the more umiform current distribution in the 7 I

heavier plate is overshadowed by other effects, namely, polarization. Row-

ever, in the thinner plate cells, where polarization is reduced, the move

waLfogn curt distribution shows a definite advantage.

To show the effect of the electrolyte additives oa cell performance

at the high discharge rate, data for the 0.025" plate cells were plotted as

shown in Figure 13. As my be seen, the cells containing the electrolyte

additives have a lower voltage and a lower capacity. Eperiments are now

in progress to measure the resistivities of these solutions to determine if

this is the came of thes observations.
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To Investigate its high rate characteristics, a Cd/Cd(=) 2

oulameter yan constructed. Ten plates, each 5.90" x 2.75" x .035".

were used for each electrode. 2he device was conditioned to place Its

electrodes In their proper states of charge, and then cycled several

times, at 10 amperes, to stabilize its capacity. A typical "charge-

discharge" curve is shown In Figure 14..

The effects of high current rates on the coulometer were In-

vestigated by subjecting it to charges and discharges ranging from 100

8eres to 600 sopec. in 100 ampere intervals. These data are shou in

Yiguree 15 to 20. The apere-hour capacity of the coulometer decreases

as the rate isincreased in a manner similar to the behavior of a nickel-

cadmium cell. This behavior is desirable, for if the coulameter becomes

unbalanced with respect to the battery, it could either prevent. ccplete

charging by giving a premature signal, or cause sezssive overcharging

by giving a delayed signal. To insure safe charging, it becomes desirable

to have the coulometer give a slightly premature signal at all charging

rates.* During the course of these ezperiments, it was noted that as the

current was increased, the coulometer got Increasingly warmer. At 600

Peres, it became so hot that water vapor appeared to be boiling off

throvo the vant.

It might be noted that, at 600 amperes the coulometer bad an average

voltage drop of 0.7 volt for the first sawte of discharge.

.1
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A Cd/Cd(CE) 2 coulometer employing 0.025" plates was, therefore.

contucted to determine if an increase In capacity at high rates, similar

to the increase obtaind using thin plates In nickel-cadtuim cells* would

result, and at the same time reduce the amount of heat generated due to

12R. The coulometer was filled with 342 MM until it became slightly

over-eatiwated, and then the ecaee electrolyte was removed. It ws found

that a coulimnter with a limited amount of electrolyte camot be conditionedo

so it became necessary to flood the device in order to place its electrodes

in their proper states of chare. It Is believed that oxygen evolving from

the anode and recombining with the cathode is the mechanium that prevented

the conditiouing of the coulamter in its semi-dry tate. the coulometer

is now undergoing conditioning in the flooded state. After con.itioning,

the exces electrolyte will be removed. and die call will be sealed prim

to high rate testing.

a. UA 9010" CIRCM

A schematic diagram of the charge control circuit is shown in

Figure 21. the circuit operates as follows: Transistor Tl and T2 form

a Sduitt trigger. With no input signal, T2 is cooducting and T1 is mm-

conducting. Thus, point C Is at a high potential with respect to ground.

thin causes the unijunction transistor. UJ.s to oscillate and send current

pulses Into the gate of the silicon controlled rectifier, 8CR.. If a

charger with the polarity shown is connected between termials A and 5,

current will flow in a direction to charge the battery If the charger volt-

age is greater than the battery voltage. This current will flov through

3(21 because it has bean turned on by WJ2 . Point D is at almost zero

potential with respect to ground, and therefore, W 1 is not oscillating.

Capacitor, C. will charge to the voltage of the battery through Resistor R.

Whn the signal voltage reaches a selected value, transistor Tl will turn

on and T2 will turn off. This action is regenerative. This mkes point C
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a low potential with respect to ground And causes UJ 2 to stop osclllantg.

Point D, now being at a high potential, starts W, oscillating and current

flowing into the gate of SCR2 . SCR2 is turned on and the capacitor, C, is can-

nected across the terminal# of SCR1 thereby reversing the polarity of the

voltage across SCR1 and turning it off. "032 cannot stay on because after

the capacitor discharges, the only current that could flow must flow

through R which has a resistance high enough to keep this current below

the minimum holding current of 3C 2 . When the signal voltage decreases

to a selected value, IM2 is again turned on and charging is resmed. Te *1
silicon rectifier, SR, is employed to allow the battery to be discharged

by any load placed across terminals A and B.

Sis cicuit can be used with either the coulometer, pressure

switch or amplified Adhydrode signal as a means of control. ?May of

the problems associated with this circuit were coneed with designing

a Schmitt trigger to operate with the coulomster and the Adhydrode. This

is because near the end of charge, the Adhydrode and coulometer voltage

both rise slowly, from an electronic point of view, and at a certain volt-

age level the cell is fully charged. At this voltage, transistor T2

should switch from its on state to its off state and turn S(2 coletely

on before capacitor C discharges appreciably. The first breadboard of

this circuit had a slow response time, and, therefore, work vas concentrated

an dee'aing a Schmitt trigger with a fast barn on time.

A prototype charge control circuit capable of handling charging

currents of 16 amperes and discharging currents of 6 amperes was tested

by using it in coujunction with a coulometer, to control the charging

of a fifteen-cell, 35 A battery. A typical cycle ran as follums: the

cells were discharged for 1k hours, then the load was disconnected and a

constant potential source us connected to the battery. 1he charger retited



connected to the battery until the coulometer gave a signal to the char$e

control circuit to terminate charging current. Twelve cycles were run,

and the char$e control circuit functiomed properly upon signal from the

coulcester.

On the basis of the successful operation of this control circuit.

three circuits were built. Each of these circuits is capable of handling

charging currents of 110 mperes. These circuits vil be used to evaluate

each of the three methods of determining ed of charge. Three groups of

cells will be cycled, vith their charging cycles controlled by the coul-

oeter, Adhydrode, and pressure switch. Pressure at the end of charge

and ampere-hour capacity will be recorded and evaluated to determine the

best method of charge control.

(i



Ig.
19.

v.

Studies on the effect of plate thickness on sealed cell behavior

,ahowed that thin-plate cells performed better at high rates. Ihe Improved

performance of such cells ts the result of reduced polarization, which Is

the predomiant factor in detemining cell voltage and capacity at high

rates.

A heavier plate backing support (and consequently, a more uniform

plate current distribution) appears to have a greater effect on thin-plate

cells when such cells are discharged at high rates.

A Cd/Cd(C)2 coulometer, at high rates. behaves similarly to a

nickel-cadmium cell, and an average voltage drop of 0.7 volt can be ax-

pected from a coulometer constructed with 0.035" plates, durng the fires

mniaute of a 600 mpere discharge.

A bre&Aboard model of the charge control circuit functioned

properly, at modim curents, showing that the basic design of the circuit

Is correct.
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